
Anji has worked in recruitment since 2012 where she has gained 
a broad scope of experience before specialising in finding the best 
accounting and professional services candidates for her clients.

Anji delivers a tailor-made recruitment solution delivering a diverse 
range of accountancy based skills. Our candidate network spans 
industry sectors and we frequently hire for the following roles: qualified 
accountants (CIMA, ACCA, QBE), tax and audit specialists, book-
keepers, accounts assistants (aat), purchase ledger and sales ledger, 
finance directors, finance managers, management accountants, data 
analysts. Anji is also able to draw upon our wider, generalist approach 
to source for support based roles. At Netbox, we have a unique 
network of over 20,000 local candidates and a wider network where 
we gain 100’s of candidate referrals for varied roles both specialist and 
support based. 

Anji has worked in recruitment since 2012 and has a proven 
track record of placing such candiadtes into businesses across 
the South East. Knowing the company ethos continues to be 
extremely important to Anji, as employee fit is just as critical as skill 
set in delivering employee sustainability. She has an honest and 
straightforward approach and will work with you to promote your 
business and your vacancy; acting as your Brand Ambassador and 
working tirelessly to attract and select the best talent in the local job 
market. Anji prides herself on delivering a recruitment process that is 
seamless and straightforward.

Anji was also formally recognised within the Netbox group of 
companies with an award in 2019 for consistency in her level 
performance level. She has also achieved an average long-term 
vacancy fill rate of more than 80% for 2019.

We appointed Netbox as our sole agency back in 
2018 and haven’t looked back since. Anji is our 
Account Manager, supporting us on all permanent 
and temporary requirements. She supplies candidates 
to fill many vital roles within the business. Anji spends 
time onsite to understand each team requirement, 
always taking personalities into account, meaning 
our employee retention is high - saving us time and 
money. Ultimately, Anji helps to keep the business 
running smoothly and efficiently

Louis, 
Human Resources

Anji continues to be my preferred recruiter. She has 
invested so much time in getting to know my business 
and the roles that we recruit for that she is spot on in 
identifying the best candidates for us

Vicky
HR Advisor

Stephen
Area Manager
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I just wanted to pass on may thanks again with 
the recruitment for one of our branches. The level 
of candidates Anji sourced at short notice was 
absolutely fantastic. Both receptionist appointment 
candidates were exactly the match we were looking 
for and whilst one candidate took the lead, we 
decided to take both on as an additional support for 
the area. We really appreciate your help
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Stuart
Operations Director

Anji always provides a high calibre of candidate, 
regardless of the role or the timescale. She takes the 
time to understand our business needs, and meets 
and interviews every candidate. She only provides 
me with candidates who are more than capable of 
settling into our business, making the process fast 
and cost-effective


